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Abstract14

Mechanical aeration is commonly used to improve the overall treatment ef-15

ficacy of constructed wetlands. However, the quantitative relationships of16

air flow rate (AFR), water temperature, field oxygen transfer and treatment17

performance have not been analyzed in detail until today. In this study, a18

reactive transport model based on dual–permeability flow and biokinetic for-19

mulations of the Constructed Wetland Model No. 1 (CWM1) was developed20

and extented to 1) simulate oxygen transfer and treatment performance of21

organic carbon and nitrogen of two pilot–scale horizontal flow (HF) aerated22

wetlands (Test and Control) treating domestic sewage, and, 2) to investig-23

ate the dependence of oxygen transfer and treatment performance on AFR24

and water temperature. Both pilot–scale wetlands exhibited preferential flow25

patters and high treatment performance for chemical oxygen demand (COD)26
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and NH4–N at AFRs of 128–600 L m-2 h-1. A reduction of the AFR in the27

Test system from 128 to 72 L h-1 m-2 substantially inhibited NH4–N removal.28

Conservative tracer transport as well as reactive transport of dissolved oxygen29

(DO), soluble and total chemical oxygen demand (CODs, CODt), NH4–N and30

NOx–N measured in pilot–scale experiments were simulated with acceptable31

accuracy (Ē1 = 0.39 ± 0.26). A prediction equation for the volumetric oxy-32

gen transfer coefficient was found to be: kLa,20 = 0.511 ln(AFR). Simulated33

treatment performance depended on kLa,20 in a non–linear manner. A local34

sensitivity analysis of the calibrated parameters revealed porosity, hydraulic35

permeability and dispersion length of the fast flow field as well as kLa,20 as36

most important. An optimal AFR for a spatially and temporally continu-37

ous aeration pattern for wetlands treating similar influent was estimated to38

150–200 L h-1 m-2. This study provides insights into aeration mechanisms of39

aerated wetlands and highlights the benefits of process modeling for in–depth40

system analysis.41

Keywords: constructed wetland, treatment wetland, reactive transport42

modeling, process simulation, nature-based technology, optimization43

1. Introduction44

Aerated wetlands, a type of nature–based technologies, have been suc-45

cessfully applied for domestic and industrial wastewater treatment (Ilyas46

and Masih, 2017). However, detailed knowledge of the link of aeration with47

treatment performance, especially the quantitative relationship of air flow48

rate (AFR) and temperature with field oxygen transfer and their effects on49

treatment performance, is still lacking. Such knowledge is of importance50
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to support design optimization (e.g. setting the AFR to meet influent spe-51

cific oxygen demands) as well as to further study the degradation of pollut-52

ants (e.g. nitrogen and emerging organic contaminants) that require specific53

redox conditions for removal, which can be controlled by varying the AFR.54

Given such knowledge, redox conditions could be systematically controlled55

over space and time, unfolding the complete removal potential of aerated56

wetlands and increasing their economic efficiency.57

The effect of AFR and aeration time on carbon and nitrogen removal58

has been investigated in a few lab-scale studies using artificial wastewater59

(Wu et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2018), however, up–scaling to full–scale is diffi-60

cult. In contrast, available pilot-scale studies (Li et al., 2014; Uggetti et al.,61

2016) provide less fundamental information on the relationship of AFR and62

treatment performance as such studies are expensive, time consuming and63

therefore, limited in their experimental capabilities.64

More detailed information on aeration and the link to treatment perform-65

ance in aerated wetlands can be gained through comparing experimental66

with process modeling results. Process modeling has been successfully ap-67

plied to simulate treatment performance and to support engineering design of68

conventional horizontal flow (HF) and vertical flow (VF) treatment wetlands69

(Langergraber, 2017; Pálfy et al., 2015; Samsó and Garćıa, 2013; Sanchez-70

Ramos et al., 2017), in contrast, not yet for aerated wetlands. Several treat-71

ment wetland models exist, however, the most advanced ones, HYDRUS72

Wetland Module (Langergraber and Simunek, 2012) and Bio PORE (Samsó73

and Garćıa, 2013) are implemented in closed-source codes of commercial soft-74

ware. This restricts access to their use and limits further model developments75
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that are necessary to simulate oxygen transfer by mechanical aeration in aer-76

ated wetlands. Open-source reactive transport codes such as OpenGeoSys77

(Kolditz et al., 2012), Tough (Pruess, 2004) or MIN3P (Mayer et al., 2002)78

are potential alternatives. Boog (2017) already implemented a model of a79

conventional HF wetland into the OpenGeoSys framework, however, the ex-80

tensions to simulate aerated wetlands were not included.81

82

In this study, a reactive transport model (RTM) for aerated HF wetlands83

was developed and implemented into the OpenGeoSys framework. Specific84

study objectives were: 1) to simulate oxygen transfer and treatment per-85

formance of organic carbon and nitrogen of aerated HF wetlands treating86

domestic sewage, and, 2) to investigate the dependence of the oxygen trans-87

fer coefficient on AFR and water temperature as well as the link to treat-88

ment performance gradients and efficacy. Outdoor pilot-scale experiments89

with real wastewater were conducted for model calibration and validation.90

Local sensitivity analysis were carried out to identify most important model91

parameters. Then prediction scenarios were simulated to evaluate the effects92

of AFR and water temperature on treatment performance. Thus, this study93

deepens the knowledge on aeration in aerated wetlands and, at the same94

time, provides relevant information for process simulation and engineering95

practice.96
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2. Material and methods97

2.1. Experimental Site and System Description98

Pilot–scale experiments were carried out at the treatment wetland re-99

search facility in Langenreichenbach, Germany (Nivala et al., 2013) using100

two identical aerated HF treatment wetlands named Test and Control (Fig-101

ure 1). Both wetlands were similarly designed as the wetland HAp described102

in Nivala et al. (2013). Briefly, the two wetlands measured 4.7 m in length103

and 1.2 m in width with a saturated depth of 0.9 m. Both systems were104

planted with P. australis. Medium gravel (8–16 mm) was used as main me-105

dia and coarse gravel (16–32 mm) for in- and effluent zones. Aeration was106

provided by a network of drip irrigation pipes on the wetland bottom con-107

nected to electric diaphragm blowers that operated 24 h d-1. The Control108

was continuously aerated over the entire area of the wetland. Instead, aer-109

ation in the Test was restricted to 0–40% and 70–100% of the length (no110

aeration from 40–70%). Both wetlands were loaded with 12 L of primarily111

treated domestic sewage every 30 min at a dosing rate of 5 L min-1, which112

corresponds to a hydraulic loading rate (HLR) of 0.576 m3 d-1. Pretreatment113

was achieved in a three–chamber septic tank with a nominal hydraulic reten-114

tion time (nHRT) of 3.5 days. In- and outflow were recorded via a magnet115

inductive flow meter (Endress + Hauser, Promag 10) and a tipping counter,116

respectively. Both wetlands were constructed and planted in August 2014;117

commissioning took place in September 2014.118
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Figure 1: Experimental systems (a) and corresponding model domains for the calibration

on Test and cross–validation on Control (b).
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2.2. Hydraulic Tracer Experiments119

Tracer experiments using a single tracer injection were conducted from120

September 26th to October 11th 2014 to investigate wetland hydraulics and121

to calibrate the conservative transport model. Briefly, a defined amount of122

the tracers bromide (60 g of dried KBr, 2 h at 105◦C) and uranine (2.5 mL of123

a 200 g L-1 solution) were diluted in 12 L of influent and injected as a replace-124

ment of one dosing event at the same dosing rate into the inlet distribution125

pipe of each wetland. An auto-sampler took grab samples of the effluent.126

Bromide was analyzed using inductively coupled plasma atomic emission127

spectroscopy (ICP–AES, Thermo Fisher Scientific Gallery Plus), and, for128

concentrations less than 1 mg L-1, with anionic ion chromatography (DIN129

38405 D19, DIONEX DX500). Effluent uranine concentration was detected130

on–line by a fluorometer (Cyclops-7, Nordantec). Mean tracer retention time131

τ , nominal hydraulic tracer retention time (nHRT), hydraulic efficiency ev,132

number of tanks–in–series (NTIS) and tracer mass recovery mtracer,rec were133

calculated according to Kadlec and Wallace (2009) (Section S1.1).134

2.3. Aeration Adaptation Experiment135

Both wetlands were operated at a constant AFR from September 2014136

to September 2017. It was expected that porewater and effluent concentra-137

tions of DO, NH4–N and NOx–N strongly depend on oxygen transfer. From138

September 2017 AFR in the Test was reduced stepwise (Phases 1–4 ) with139

the intention to lower oxygen transfer and investigate how porewater and140

effluent concentrations of DO, NH4–N and NOx–N change accordingly. In141

Phase 5 AFR was reset to values of Phase 2 (Figure 2). Air flow in the142

Control was left unchanged throughout the experiment. AFR was measured143
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Figure 2: AFR adjustment during the aeration adaptation experiment in Test and

Control. Front and Back Grid refer to aeration grid positions defined in Figure 1.

using a thermal mass flow meter (TSI 4043, TSI GmbH). Grab samples of in-144

and effluent were taken on a weekly basis to assess treatment efficacy. Grab145

samples of porewater were taken one to two times a month at 10, 20, 40, 55,146

70 and 85% of the wetland length and a depth of 0.5 m to measure pollutant147

concentration gradients.148

2.4. Water Quality Analysis149

All grab samples of the aeration adaptation experiment were analyzed150

according to Nivala et al. (2013). Briefly, redox potential (Eh, SenTix ORP,151

WTW Weilheim), electric conductivity (EC), dissolved oxygen (DO, ConOx,152

WTW Weilheim), temperature (T ) and pH (SenTix pH) were measured us-153

ing a hand–held meter (Multi 359i, WTW Weilheim) and a pH meter at154

the site. Samples were stored in a cooling box until further analysis within155

24h for: five-day carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand (CBOD5, DIN156
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38409H52, WTW OxiTOP), total organic carbon (TOC, DIN EN 1484, Shi-157

madzu TOC-VCSN,), dissolved organic carbon (DOC, DIN EN 1484, Shi-158

madzu TOC-VCSN, filtration by 0.45 µm ceramic filter), total nitrogen (TN,159

DIN EN 12660, Shimadzu TNM-1), dissolved nitrogen (DN, DIN EN 12660,160

Shimadzue TNM-1, filtration by 0.45 µm ceramic filter), ammonia nitro-161

gen (NH4–N, DIN 38406E5, Thermo Fisher Scientific Gallery Plus), nitrate162

nitrogen (NO3–N, DIN 38405D9, Thermo Fisher Scientific Gallery Plus)163

and nitrite nitrogen (NO2–N, DIN 38405D10, Thermo Fisher Scientific Gal-164

lery Plus). Occasional analysis of total chemical oxygen demand (CODt,165

LCK514 & LCK314, Hach-Lange), soluble chemical oxygen demand (CODs,166

LCK514 & LCK314, Hach-Lange, filtration by 0.45 µm) and chloride (Cl,167

LCK311, Hach-Lange) were conducted using test–kits and a spectrophoto-168

meter (DR3900 Hach-Lange). Missing values were left blank. Outliers were169

excluded from further analysis if related to site malfunctions or maintenance.170

2.5. Conceptual and Mathematical Model171

With respect to the box-shaped geometry of the experimental systems172

concentrations gradients in width and depth were neglected for three reas-173

ons: 1) larger gradients in length, 2) absence of measurements in width and174

depth and 3) model simplicity. Therefore, the model is limited to the length175

direction. Water flow was modeled using a dual–permeability approach that176

assumes to coupled and overlapping flow domains (a slow flow and a fast flow177

domain; also termed matrix and fracture domain or low and high conduct-178

ivity domain) to describe non-equilibrium flow (Gerke and van Genuchten,179

1993). The dual–permeability model implemented in OpenGeoSys uses the180

pressure–based form of two coupled Richards equations (Kolditz et al., 2012):181
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φhkρw
∂Shk

∂phkc

∂phkc
∂t

+ ρw∇
(
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hk

µw

(
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))
= Qw + ρw

Γw

ωhk
(1)

φlkρw
∂Slk

∂plkc

∂plkc
∂t

+ ρw∇
(
klkrelk

lk

µw

(
∇plkw − ρwg

))
= Qw + ρw

Γw

1− ωlk
(2)

Γw = α∗ kα
µw

(
plkw − phkw

)
(3)

were the superscripts hk and lk denote the fast and slow flow field (Table182

1). Transport of solutes and particulates is modeled via advection and dis-183

persion; heat transport via convection and conduction (Kolditz et al., 2012).184

Biodegradation is described using the formulation of CWM1 (Langergraber185

et al., 2009). Additionally, the following extensions proposed by Samsó186

and Garćıa (2013) were included: 1st-order attachment–detachment pro-187

cesses for slowly biodegradable CODt (XS) and particulate inert CODt (XI),188

which separates both components into a mobile (m) and immobile (im) one189

(XS = XS,m +XS,im, XI = XI,m +XI,im); 2) a maximum biomass concentra-190

tion (Mbio,max) according to substrate diffusion limitation; 3) the maximum191

concentration of inert particulate CODt (Mcap) that limits attachment of192

XI,m (the limitation of Mcap on bacterial growth as proposed by Samsó and193

Garćıa (2013) is not considered in this study). Mbio,max is multiplied with194

the growth functions of the k -th bacterial group rk,growth as:195

rk,growth,new = rk,growth

(
1−

∑
Xk

Mbio,max

)
(4)

Aeration It is assumed that air injected by the aeration system is equally196

distributed over aerated parts of the model domain, and, that aeration does197

not affect water flow. Oxygen Transfer Rate (OTR) from air to water is198

formulated as (Tchobanoglous et al., 2003):199
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OTR = kLa,T (S∗
o − So) (5)

kLa,T = kLa,20 θ
20−T (6)

The coefficient kLa,T is assumed to depend on the properties of the aera-200

tion system, AFR and temperature. θ is assumed to 1.024 (Tchobanoglous201

et al., 2003) and S∗
o is computed according to (Weiss, 1970):202

ln (S∗
o) = A1+A2

100

T
+A3 ln(

T

100
)+A4

T

100
+SSal

(
B1 +B2

T

100
+B3(

T

100
)2
)

(7)

were, An and Bn are empirically derived parameters (Table S2). Atmo-203

spheric oxygen transfer is neglected due to its comparably low oxygen transfer204

coefficient of 0.132 h-1 (Samsó and Garćıa, 2013) compared to oxygen trans-205

fer coefficients of 1–10 h-1 estimated for mechanical aeration (Butterworth,206

2014). More details and equations are given in Section S3.1–S3.2.207

2.6. Computational Model208

The mathematical model is implemented into a coupling of OpenGeoSys209

(v5.7.1), an open-source C++ code for thermo-hydro-mechanical-chemical210

processes in porous-media (Kolditz et al., 2012), and IPHREEQC, a C++211

module of the geochemical code PHREEQC (Charlton and Parkhurst, 2011).212

The coupling uses a sequential non–iterative operator splitting scheme (He213

et al., 2015). For this study, all model components (solutes and particulates)214

and associated reactions are implemented as user defined species and func-215

tions in PHREEQC, respectively. Finite–element meshes were generated in216
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GMSH (Geuzaine and Remacle, 2009), post-processing was conducted in R217

(v.3.3.2, R Core Team (2014)).218

2.7. Model Domain, Initial & Boundary Conditions, Calibration & Valida-219

tion220

Model Domain, Initial and Boundary Conditions The model do-221

main (Figure 1) was discretized into 94 finite–elements, each of 0.05 m in222

length; the time step size was set to 7200 s. All model parameters includ-223

ing their source (if not calibrated, or measured) are listed in Section S3.3.224

According to the wetland water level of 0.9 m, initial hydrostatic pressure225

was set to 8829 Pa over the entire domain. Water inflow was set as constant226

source term at rate of 6.667 · 10-6 m3 s-1; at the outflow a Dirichlet-type227

condition of 8829 Pa was set. Initial concentrations of all solute and par-228

ticulate pollutants were set to 0.1 mg L-1. Initial tracer concentrations were229

set to zero; initial bacteria concentrations were set to 1.0 mg L-1 to realize a230

rapid start-up. A time–dependent Dirichlet-type boundary condition based231

on measured influent water quality was defined at the domain inlet. Initial232

temperature for reactive transport calibration and cross–validation was set233

to the average of the influent and effluent water temperature measured at234

start of the aeration adaptation experiment. Time–dependent Dirichlet-type235

boundary conditions for water temperature were then defined at the inlet236

and outlet points (Section S3.4).237

Influent Fractionation Organic matter related CWM1 components de-238

pend on CODt, CODs and biodegradable CODt (BCODt). CODt, CODs239

were not measured consistently, thus, missing values were imputed by regres-240

sion on TOC and DOC measurements (Section S3.7). BCODt was estimated241
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from CBOD5 measurements using occasional measurement of CBOD10 ac-242

cording to Roeleveld and Loosdrecht (2002) (Section S3.7.1). The influent243

was then fractionated analog to Roeleveld and Loosdrecht (2002) (Section244

S3.6). Influent values for sulphide sulfur (SSO4) and sulfate sulfur (SH2S)245

were set to constant levels of 56.6 and 8.6 mg S L-1 (effluent concentrations246

of the primary treatment system during April 2012 to April 2013 reported247

by Saad (2017)), respectively.248

Calibration and Validation of the Conservative Transport Model249

The conservative transport model was calibrated on tracer breakthrough250

curves (BTC) of the Test in four steps: 1) setting up the flow model; 2)251

manual calibrations of ωhk, klk, khk, φlk, φhk, alk and ahk by visually com-252

paring the simulated and measured uranine and bromide BTCs of the Test253

(an array of initial values was guessed based on expert knowledge, see Sec-254

tion S3.5); 3) optimizations of each manually calibrated array of parameters255

by minimization of the sum of squared–errors (SSQE) using the Levenberg–256

Marquardt algorithm provided by the parameter estimation tool PEST (Do-257

herty, 2005); 4) choosing the final parameter set by comparing all optimiza-258

tion sets with respect to SSQE, correlation coefficient (r) and a visual inspec-259

tion of the BTC fits. Note that the influent tracer boundary conditions were260

based on the measured recovered tracer mass of the corresponding wetland as261

tracer sorption or decay was not considered. The parameter α∗ was assumed262

to 100 m-2 (Kolditz et al., 2012). The model was then cross–validated by263

assessing the prediction accuracy on measured BTCs of the Control.264

Calibration and Validation of the Reactive Transport Model Cal-265

ibration of the RTM using the Test involved 1) a manual calibration of katt266
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(kdet was set to zero) and Mcap on porewater CODt concentrations, 2) the267

assumption of Mbio,max and 3) the calibration of kLa,20 using measured ef-268

fluent concentrations of DO, CODt, CODs, NH4–N and NOx–N of the Test269

during the aeration adaptation experiment. The original parameter set of270

CWM1 (Langergraber et al., 2009) was left unchanged. Furthermore, cal-271

ibrated kLa,20 was then regressed on the corresponding measured AFRs to272

derive a prediction equation for kLa,20. Direct–validation of the calibrated273

RTM was performed by comparing simulation outputs with measured pore-274

water profiles of the Test. For cross–validation the Control was simulated275

using the calibrated RTM. As measured AFR of the Control were different,276

the corresponding kLa,20 were obtained from the derived kLa,20 prediction277

equation. To assess the cross–validation prediction accuracy, simulated efflu-278

ent and porewater concentrations were compared with measurements of the279

Control.280

2.8. Model Sensitivity Analysis281

Local sensitivity analysis was performed on the calibrated model para-282

meters to assess how a given change in a model parameter changes the model283

output (e.g. SA). For each component–parameter pair a relative sensitivity284

function was computed according to Dochain and Vanrolleghem (2001):285

Γn,m(t) =

∂yn(t)
yn(t)

∂ξm
ξm

=

(yn(t,ξm+δξm)−yn(t,ξm))
yn(t,ξm)

δξm−ξm
ξm

(8)

were Γn,m(t) is the relative sensitivity of the n-th model component (e.g.286

SA) to the m-th parameter ξm (e.g. kLa) over time t, y(t) is the value of the287

n-th model component and δ is the change in a certain parameter. Then the288
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relative influence of an individual parameter on a certain model component289

was computed as:290

γn,m =

∑t
t=0 Γn,m(t)∑m

m=1

∑t
t=0 Γn,m(t)

(9)

Two analysis were run: one on the tracer effluent concentrations of the291

calibrated conservative transport model, another on the model component292

concentrations (effluent and porewater) of the calibrated RTM; δ was chosen293

to 10 and 20%.294

2.9. Prediction Scenarios295

To investigate the link of AFR and temperature to kLa,20, and, kLa,20296

to treatment performance, a hypothetical, continuously aerated HF wetland297

was simulated at eight different kLa,20 (0.5–6.0 h-1) and different temper-298

atures (2.5–25.0◦C) in two scenarios. The first scenario (I) consisted in a299

set of simulations with same initial and boundary conditions as during the300

cross–validation scenario except that kLa,20 was set to the same value over the301

entire model domain in each simulation (no difference between front and back302

aeration grid). To remove the bias of variable influent quality on temperat-303

ure during scenario I, influent concentrations were defined to be constant304

in scenario II (median influent concentrations of scenario I were used). Ini-305

tial conditions were similar as in scenario I, except an initial temperature306

of 25◦C. Each simulation was started with a 20 days long phase at 25.0◦C,307

then temperature was decreased at a rate of 0.1 K d-1 to 2.5◦C including a 10308

days long resting phase at 20.0 and 15.0◦C, a 20 days long resting phase at309

10.0◦C and a 60 days long resting phase at 5.0 and 2.5◦C. The resting phases310
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were set to achieve quasi steady–state conditions at each temperature level.311

Further information is provided in Section S3.4.3.312

3. Results and Discussion313

3.1. Hydraulic Tracer Experiments314

Median in- and outflow of Test and Control during the tracer experiments315

were 577 ± 2 and 559 ± 3 L d-1 as well as 578 ± 2 and 544 ± 8 L d-1, respect-316

ively. Within Test and Control, bromide and uranine tracer breakthrough317

curves (BTC) exhibited similar peak and tracer mean retention times that in-318

dicate a similar transport behavior of both tracers, and, therefore strengthen319

the validity of the measurements (Figure 3, Table 2). For the Test, tracer320

peak and mean retention time were 5–10% lower and NTIS was 1.5–2.0 times321

lower compared to the Control. This expresses faster and more variable flow322

in the Test , which was most probably caused by the non-aerated zone in323

the Test as this was the only difference between the two wetlands. How-324

ever, strong tailing in the uranine BTCs and high bromide concentrations325

from day five to eight indicate preferential flow in both wetlands. The cause326

of the preferential flow is difficult to elucidate as measurements of effluent327

tracer concentration do not give insights on the microscopic hydrodynamic328

phenomena. However, preferential flow was also reported in several hydraulic329

studies of passive sub-surface flow wetlands (Morvannou et al., 2014; Pucher330

et al., 2017; Pugliese et al., 2017), which strengthen the evidence of this phe-331

nomena for the current study. Bromide recovery was relatively low compared332

to previously reported 82–89% from experiments in comparable aerated HF333

(Boog, 2013) and 69–81% in conventional HF wetlands (Ayano, 2014). This334
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was probably induced by bromide loss through problems with sample storage.335

Taken together, both systems exhibited main hydraulic conditions observed336

in comparable aerated wetlands (Boog, 2013), such as high hydraulic effi-337

ciency and high variability of retention times, indeed, the Test exhibited a338

clearly higher degree of preferential flow.339
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Figure 3: Measured and simulated tracer breakthrough curves for the calibration on system

HM and cross-validation scenario on system HMc of the transport model. Outliers (small
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3.2. Aeration Adaptation Experiment340

Median hydraulic in- and outflow for Test and Control were 578 ± 0 and341

552 ± 18 L d-1, as well as, 578 ± 0 and 567 ± 19 L d-1, respectively. The in-342

fluent shows typical water quality of high strength primarily treated domestic343

sewage (Tchobanoglous et al., 2003) (Table 3). During Phases 1–3 (Figure344

4), both wetlands produced high quality effluents similar to effluent quality345

reported from previous experiments at the site (Boog et al., 2018) and the346

literature (Ilyas and Masih, 2017). Effluent concentrations and porewater347

patterns (Figure 5) indicate similar and stable operation of both wetlands348

through Phases 1–3 and from the mid of Phase 5 on. In Phase 4, NH4–N349

effluent concentration of the Control increased due to inhibited nitrification350

by low water temperatures and elevated NH4–N influent concentration. In351

contrast, effluent NOx–N decreased only at the time of the NH4–N peak, how-352

ever, the corresponding NOx–N porewater pattern was shifted about 0.7 m353

to the outlet (Figure 5). In the Test, AFR reduction in Phase 4 from 128–72354

L m-2 h-1 decreased DO (Figure 5) and substantially inhibited nitrification355

(higher NH4–N and lower NOx–N effluent concentrations). In contrast, air356

flow reduction during Phases 1–3 did not substantially affect treatment per-357

formance of any parameters measured. After switching aeration at 0-40%358

of length in the Test back to approximately 400 L m-2 h-1 (Phase 5 ), NH4–359

N and NOx–N treatment performance recovered within ten days to levels360

of prior phases. This experiment exhibited that the initial AFR of 500-700361

L m-2 h-1 of the Test system was very high and that the AFR at 0–40%362

of length could be decreased to 72 L m-2 h-1 until treatment performance363

deteriorated. Considering the fact that most pollutant mass for CODt and364
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NH4–N was removed at 0–50% of length, it seems likey to reduce aeration in365

the Test at 70–100% of length as well. This indicates that aerated wetlands366

of similar design, which are operated at similar conditons than in Phase 1 do367

exhibits potential for optimization. Measured AFRs for pilot–scale aerated368

HF wetlands reported in the literature vary between 60–4600 L h-1 m-2 (Fan369

et al., 2013; Uggetti et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016). Therefore, the AFR of370

128 L m-2 h-1, which was still enough to maintain high organic carbon and371

nitrogen removal, can be interpreted as comparably low.372

3.3. Conservative Transport Model Calibration, Validation and Sensitivity373

Analysis374

The dual–permeability based flow model assumes two overlapping flow375

fields with separate hydraulic characteristics, which allows the division into376

a faster and a slower moving flow field. As a result, short tracer peak times377

of the experimental BTCs could be fitted by the fast flow field and strong378

tailing by its slower counterpart, yielding an acceptable fit of the tracer BTCs379

of the Test (r of 0.95–0.97, Nash–Stutcliffe efficiency (E1) of 0.71–0.81, Fig-380

ure 3). The fact that the Test exhibited preferential flow (Section 3.1) was381

strengthened by a 50% share of the fast and slow flow field each and the382

deviation in their parameters (Table 4). For the fast flow field, hydraulic383

permeability khk was twice as high and dispersion length ahk three times as384

high compared to klk and alk. Calibrated k are in range with reported values385

of medium gravel and materials with similar particle size (Judge, 2013); calib-386

rated a are similar to results from conventional HF wetlands (Pugliese et al.,387

2017; Samsó and Garćıa, 2013). Cross–validation with the Control exhibited388

the models ability to simulate the main hydraulic behavior of a comparable389
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Figure 4: Measured (dots) and simulated (lines) effluent water quality during the aeration

adaptation experiment. Outliers are indicated by small circles. Prediction accuracy of

simulated effluent concentrations for calibration (cal) on Test and cross–validation (cv) on

Control were ¯rcal = 0.69± 0.27 and ¯E1,cal = 0.03± 0.59 as well as ¯rcv = 0.68± 0.31 and

¯E1,cv = −0.43± 0.72, respectively.

wetland with sufficient accuracy (r = 0.83–0.98, E1 = 0.33–0.77, Figure 3).390

However, the BTC peak for uranine as well as BTC peak and mid part for391

bromide were underestimated in the cross–validation, which was the result392
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Figure 5: Measured (points) and simulated (lines) porewater profiles during the aeration

adaptation experiment. Orange area defines variability of simulated profiles for calibration

scenario. Accuracy for calibration (cal) on Test and cross–validation (cv) on Control were

¯rcal = 0.81 ± 0.09 and ¯E1,cal = 0.47 ± 0.28 as well as ¯rcv = 0.79 ± 0.10 and ¯E1,cv =

0.40± 0.27, respectively.

of the different flow behavior in Test and Control, induced by their different393

AFRs and spatial air distribution. Nevertheless, the contribution of each of394

the two factors cannot be clearly distinguished as porewater samples that395
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could give insight into internal BTCs were not taken and potential effects of396

aeration on hydraulics were not included in the model. In fact, air bubble397

movement alters water saturation and therefore relative permeability and,398

thus, hydraulic behavior. However, air bubble movement depends on AFR399

and a calibration of a function that relates both requires an extensive amount400

of specifically designed experiments. Therefore, aeration was assumed not to401

affect water flow in the current model.402

Most critical parameters of the sensitivity analysis were φhk, klk, ahk, and403

khk as these govern the center of the BTC and influence the BTC spread404

in conjunction with ahk and alk (Figure 6). ωhk had a lower influence; a405

change in alk as well as α∗ was almost of no importance. The sensitivity of406

φlk was not evaluated explicitly as it was tied to φhk. The fast flow domain407

was more important for dispersion (Γαhk >> Γαlk), whereas advection was408

more important for the slow flow domain (Γkhk > Γklk). Possibly alk and α∗
409

were within a range of low influence and their sensitivities may increase at a410

change higher than 25% from their current values.411

3.4. Reactive Transport Model Calibration and Validation412

After a simulation start–up of 14–20 days, measured effluent concentra-413

tions and porewater profiles of the Test were well fitted by the calibration414

run (Figure 4–5). The high variability of simulated NOx–N in Phase 2 was415

caused by a sharp decrease in NH4–N influent concentration and a 10 days416

long stop of loading (due to a site failure) that altered simulated nitrogen re-417

moval and, therefore, temporarily decreased NOx–N effluent concentrations.418

From Phase 2 on simulated DO concentrations dropped down at the influent419

zone before increasing again at 0.25–0.30 fractional length. This was also420
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Figure 6: Percentage contribution (Γrel) of individual parameter sensitivities to the cum-

mulative sensitivity for uranine. Relative sensitivity contribution of bromide was similar.

the case for the Validation simulation in Phase 4 and the Calibration simu-421

lation in Phase 5 , which corresponded to measured DO concentrations for422

Test and Control. These simulated drops were caused by fermenting bacteria423

XFB that developed at the influent zone from Phase 2 on in both simulations424

and displaced heterotrophic bacteria XH downstream (Figure 7). Compared425

to heterotrophic bacteria XH , fermenting bacteria XFB does not consume426

DO, which resulted in DO accumulation at the influent zone.427

Until Phase 4, simulated bacterial growth was similar in both the Cal-428

ibration and Validation simulations and concentrated mainly at 0–50% of429

length, which was also observed in aerated wetlands with a similar design at430

the same site (Button et al., 2015). Reduction of the front aeration in Phase431

4 depleted DO at a length of 0–60% (Figure 5) and decreased the simulated432
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growth of oxygen consuming heterotrophic bacteria XH and autotrophic ni-433

trifying bacteria XA in the Calibration scenario (Figure 7), in constrast, an-434

aerobic fermenting bacteria XFB started to grow more intense. This caused435

a temporal loss in nitrification in the Calibration simulation, which was vis-436

ible in elevated NH4–N effluent concentrations (Figure 4). As aeration was437

not reduced at a length of 70–100%, corresponding DO availability was still438

high. Therefore, autotrophic nitrifying bacteria XA then started to grow at439

70–100% of length and recovered NH4–N removal by the end of Phase 4.440

Simulated NH4–N effluent concentrations (Calibration scenario) recovered441

more rapid then measured ones of the Test system. This shows that the442

simulated autotrophic nitrifying bacteria (XA) adapted more quickly to con-443

ditions of reduced AFR and low temperature than nitrifying bacteria in the444

experimental wetland. This is grounded in using temperature corrections for445

the biokinetic growth rate coefficient of nitrifying bacteria µmax,XA
that are446

recommend to be used within 10–20◦C (Henze et al. (2000). Consequently,447

extrapolating µmax,XA
to water temperatures below 10◦C or above 20◦C comes448

with the cost of increased uncertainty. However, the bacterial patterns nicely449

illustrate that mechanical aeration plays a major in governing microbial com-450

munity dynamics in treatment wetlands.451

Measured porewater profiles of the Test are approximated with good ac-452

curacy (direct–validation), especially for DO and NH4–N in Phase 1–3 as453

well as DO, NH4–N and NOx–N in Phase 2 and Phase 3 (Figure 5). Also,454

simulated NH4–N and NOx–N porewater patterns during Phase 4 deviated455

from the measurements due to the faster recovery of simulated nitrifiers.456

The model can be interpreted as valid to simulate a comparable aerated457
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Figure 7: Simulated concentration profiles for heterotrophic (XH), fermenting (XFB)

and autotrophic nitrifying bacteria (XA). Orange area represents variability for scenario

Calibration.

wetland (cross–validation, Figure 4 & 5). However, accuracy lacks to rep-458

resent CODt effluent concentrations and porewater profiles, which may be459

attributed to the diverging flow behavior in Test and Control. The lacking460

fit of NH4–N effluent concentrations in Phase 4 underlines that the temper-461

ature correction function of µmax,XA
is not optimal. Accuracy of the fit of462

measured porewater profiles of the Control during Phase 4 and Phase 5 could463

have been improved by setting a lower kLa,20 for the corresponding phases,464

however, kLa,20 was obtained from kLa,20 = 0.511 ln(AFR) (Figure 8). The465

lack of fit of porewater temperature profiles is grounded in the fact that air466

movement, which is induced by aeration and intensifies heat transfer in the467
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experimental wetland is not simulated. Therefore, the model lacks sufficient468

boundary conditions for heat transport.469

The equation kLa,20 = 0.511 ln(AFR) was obtained by regressing calib-470

rated kLa,20 on measured AFRs of the Test ( r2 = 0.991, p < 0.001, Figure 8).471

The sharp increase of kLa,20 at AFR < 150 L m-2 h-1 combined with the fact472

that measured treatment performance reacted only to the AFR reduction in473

Phase 4 exhibits that treatment performance in the Test was highly sensit-474

ive to AFR < 150 L m-2 L-1. This is probably similar for aerated wetlands475

at similar operation conditions. The less accurate fit of the regression at476

low AFR may also be biased by the presence of surfactants that can reduce477

kLa,20 up to 50% (Wagner and Pöpel, 1996), however, this was not explicitly478

considered in this study. The model–based calibration of kLa,20 did not yield479

optimal values for the aeration back grid as the back grid affected treatment480

performance less because microbial metabolization hot–spots were located at481

the wetland front. Additionally, the obtained relationship of kLa,20 to AFR482

depends on the aeration system and bed media of the experimental wetland483

and, thus, may differ for a different aeration system or bed media.484

In contrast to the obtained logarithmic relationship, Butterworth (2014)485

and Germain et al. (2007) reported an almost linear relationship of kLa,20486

with AFR. However, both authors used different experimental set-ups, ex-487

amined a different range of AFR and report highly variable results. At com-488

parable AFRs (e.g. 290 L h-1 m-2) calibrated transfer coefficients kLa,20 of489

this study are half compared to values by Butterworth (2014), which was490

probably caused by methodological differences: wastewater vs. clean water491

and model–based versus measurement–based estimation of kLa,20.492
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Figure 8: Oxygen transfer coefficients kLa,20 calibrated using the RTM vs. measured AFRs.

3.5. Reactive Transport Model Sensitivity Analysis493

Most sensitive parameters were φhk, khk, ahk and kLa,20,front (Figure 10–494

9). Bacteria exhibited similar sensitivity patterns and were sensitive to most495

parameters except α∗ and alk. These two parameters were already identified496

to be unimportant for the conservative transport model (Section 3.3). On497

the other hand, ahk turned out to be important for all bacteria as it effects498

substrate spreading, and, therefore, living conditions for bacterial growth.499

In contrast, Langergraber (2001) noticed less sensitivity of bacteria to the500
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dispersion length (a), however, in simulations of unsaturated vertical flow501

wetlands using different biokinetic formulations. Moreover, the high number502

of parameters bacteria are sensitive to was caused by the dependency of503

bacterial growth functions on multiple substrate components. Therefore,504

bacteria also incorporate the sensitivities of associated substrate components.505
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Figure 9: Percentage contribution (Γrel) of individual parameter sensitivities to the cum-

mulative sensitivity for individual bacteria groups.
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In contrast, non–bacteria components highly varied in their sensitivities506

to individual parameters. For example, ammonia nitrogen SNH did not show507

any substantial sensitivity to kLa,20,front, indeed, oxidized nitrogen SNO did508

show it, which was not expected as both components strongly depend on509

available DO (SO). Furthermore, it was assumed that SNO would be sensitive510

to the main transport parameters as was readily biodegradable CODt (SF ) or511

SNH , because the production of SNO by heterotrophic bacteria XH depends512

on available SF (or SA). Here, the parameter perturbation probably was too513

low. Additionally, a few model components exhibited different sensitivities514

for a given parameter whether it was changed by 10 or 25%, which means515

that sensitivity functions look different at different parameter values. For516

example, Samsó et al. (2015) reported COD and SNH effluent concentrations517

of conventional HF wetland to be sensitive to Mcap and Mbio,max. This was518

not observed in this study as the current model does not include the effect519

of Mcap on bacterial growth functions (only on the attachment of XI,m) and520

this study evaluated the sensitivity of effluent and porewater concentrations.521

Additionally, Samsó et al. (2015) used a lower value of Mbio,max, which522

corresponds to a different region in the respective sensitivity function.523

3.6. Influence of Air Flow Rate, Oxygen Transfer Coefficient and Temperat-524

ure on Treatment Performance525

All simulations of scenario I, except at kLa,20 < 1.5 h-1, took 14–20 days526

to reach a quasi steady–state performance. Simulated nitrogen removal per-527

formance at kLa,20 of 0.5–1.5 h-1 deviated from the remaining simulations528

(seen in high NH4–N and low NOx–N concentrations), which was induced by529

DO limitation (Figure 11). The drop of CODt influent concentration from530
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Figure 10: Percentage contribution (Γrel) of individual parameter sensitivities to the cum-

mulative sensitivity for soluble and particulate substrate components.

Phase 2 to Phase 3 and the decreased NH4–N influent concentrations from531

Phase 3 onwards, lowered DO demand for nitrification and COD removal.532

This allowed almost complete nitrification at kLa,20 0.75–1.0 h-1, which trans-533

lated into low NH4–N effluent concentrations. In contrast, the increase in534

nitrification ameliorated NOx–N production. As a result of lower CODt in-535

fluent concentration, available carbon for denitrifiying bacteriaXH decreased,536

which deteriorated denitrification of NOx–N and increased effluent NOx–N537

concentrations by the end of Phase 2 at kLa,20 0.75–1.0 h-1. NH4–N and538

NOx–N concentrations increased at temperatures below 7◦C in all simula-539
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tions at kLa,20 > 0.5 h-1 as a results of decreasing bacterial activity, however540

the intensity of this decrease differed across kLa,20. The peaks of CODt con-541

centrations at kLa,20 of 0.5 h-1 were caused by peaks in inflow concentrations542

and resulting DO limitations. Effluent CODt concentrations of the remaining543

simulations were in the range of 40–50 mg L-1.544
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Figure 11: Simulated effluent concentrations of prediction scenario I.

In scenario II, influent strength was kept constant at the median of scen-545

ario I and temperature was decreased stepwise from 25.0–2.5◦C. With in-546

creasing kLa,20, simulated concentration gradients of DO, CODt, NH4–N as547
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well as NOx–N increased and shifted to shorter length in a declining manner:548

an increase from kLa,20 of 0.5–1.5 h-1 had a higher impact than an increase549

from 1.5–2.5 h-1 (Figure 12). Lower temperature increased the DO concen-550

tration plateau levels (Figure 12) due to the temperature dependency of oxy-551

gen solubility (Equation 7), and, therefore DO saturation concentration S∗
O.552

However, the oxygen transfer rate was not affected substantially because the553

increase in DO saturation concentration S∗
O was counterbalanced by a cor-554

responding decrease in kLa,T (data not shown). This was expressed in almost555

similar porewater concentration gradients at 2.5 and 25.0◦C (Figure 12), with556

the exception of DO and NOx-N gradients at kLa,20 > 2.5 h-1. DO and NOx-N557

gradients at kLa,20 > 2.5 h-1 were substantially affected by temperature. In558

combination with decreased bacterial activity, and, therefore decreased DO559

consumption, especially by nitrifying bacteria, this resulted in DO peaks at560

0–5% and 20–25% of length at kLa,20 > 2.5 h-1. Such high DO levels further561

inhibited the activity of denitrifying bacteria XH and decreased NOx–N re-562

moval rate at high kLa,20 (Figures 12 & 13). Thus, aeration at kLa,20 > 3.0563

h-1 may results in lower NOx–N removal at low temperature and comparable564

influent strength.565

Combining results from scenarios I and II, a kLa,20 of 1.5 h-1, which cor-566

responds to an AFR of approximately 50–100 L h-1 m-2 (Figure 8), was567

sufficient to reach 93% removal of biodegradable organic carbon and 92%568

removal for NH4–N as well as DO saturation. Assuming that power con-569

sumption of aeration and associated running costs increase with increasing570

AFR and that aeration efficiency is interpreted as the ratio of pollutant re-571

moval rate to power consumption and running costs, an AFR of 50–100 L572
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Figure 12: Simulated porewater concentration gradients at the end of resting phases at 5

and 25◦C in prediction scenario II.

m-2 h-1 corresponds to the most efficient AFR in the context of scenario I and573

II. However, most optimal AFR to remove nitrogen was at kLa,20 of 1.5–2.5574

h-1, which corresponds to an AFR of 100–150 L m-2 h-1. Here, DO availab-575

ility was higher, which counteracted denitrification, but, carbon supply to576

denitrifiers was enhanced due to the shorter travel path to denitrification hot577

spots. These results also correspond to the AFR of 128 L m-2 h-1 measured in578

Phase 3 at 0–40% of length in the Test wetland (Section 3.2), which was still579
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sufficient to maintain high treatment efficacy for CODt and NH4–N. Despite580

this, AFR fluctuations at 100–150 L m-2 h-1 will perturbe kLa,20 more intense581

than at 200–300 L m-2 h-1 (Figure 8). In conjunction with fluctuating influ-582

ent strength this may complicate the control of redox gradients and would583

decrease overall treatment robustness. Therefore, aeration at AFR > 200 L584

m-2 h-1 seem to be more reliable to ensure a minimum OTR, in contrast, TN585

removal would then decrease. This highlights that treatment efficiency and586

robustness of aerated wetlands require different AFR and might not be max-587

imized at once. Therefore, a compromise for continuously aerated wetlands588

with a similar aeration system treating domestic sewage of similar strength589

would be an AFR of 150–200 L m-2 h-1. This translates into a three to four590

times lower AFR than required by current design guidelines (DWA, 2018).591
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4. Conclusion592

• A reactive transport model for aerated wetlands was developed, calib-593

rated and successfully validated by pilot–scale experiments.594

• The experiments exhibited that a stepwise reduction of the AFR at 0–595

40% of wetland length from 700–128 L m-2 h-1 did not affect treatment596

performance for CODt, NH4–N, and NOx–N.597

• The model reliably simulated hydraulic behavior as well as treatment598

performance of CODt, NH4–N, and NOx–N.599

• Model calibration exhibited a non–linear and declining relationship of600

AFR with oxygen transfer coefficient kLa,20 and of kLa,20 with treatment601

performance for DO, CODt, NH4–N, and NOx–N.602

• The model can support the design of new aerated wetland research603

experiments and engineering applications. Moreover, it can assist in604

spatially adjusting aeration to create a redox zonation, which can unfold605

the complete removal potential of aerated wetlands.606

• For a continuously aerated horizontal flow wetland, an AFR of 150–200607

L m-2 h-1 would be a compromise between efficiency and robustness608

with respect to secondary treatment of organic carbon and nitrogen609

of domestic influent of similar strength. This corresponds to a three610

to four times lower AFR than required by current design guidelines611

and, thus, highlights an optimization potential from an economical and612

ecological standpoint.613
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Table 1: Parameters of the water flow and aeration processes.

Parameter Description Unit

Water Flow

a Dispersion length m

g Gravity acceleration m s−2

krel Relative permeability

k Permeability m2

kα Permeability of the fast and slow flow field interface m2

pc Capillary pressure Pa

pw Water pressure Pa

Qw Source/sink term m2s−1

S Saturation

t Time s

α∗ Water transfer coefficient m2

ω Preferential factor

Γw Water exchange term s−1

φ Porosity

ρw Density of water kg m−3

µw Dynamic viscosity of water Pa s

Aeration

OTR Oxygen transfer rate mg L−1h−1

SSal Salinity g kg−1

S∗
o Saturated dissolved oxygen concentration mg L−1

So Dissolved oxygen concentration mg L−1

T Temperature ◦C

θ Temperature correction factor
43



Table 2: Key parameters of the hydraulic tracer experiments.

System τ (d) NTIS (-) mtracer,rec (-) ev (-)

Bromide

Test 4.3 3.2 0.47 1.17

Control 4.8 5.2 0.64 1.28

Uranine

Test 4.5 2.2 0.83 1.20

Control 4.3 3.9 0.92 1.17

nHRT of 3.5 d for Test and Control

Table 3: Influent concentrations during the aeration adaptation experiment.

Parameter DO CBOD5 CODt CODs TOC NH4–N NOx–N Unit

n 35 34 7 7 34 34 34

c∗ 0.6± 0.2 289.4± 94.2 470.3± 52.4 246.4± 41.6 152.0± 32.2 60.4± 11.5 0.3± 1.4 mg L−1

* Mean values ± standard deviations.

Table 4: Calibrated parameters of the conservative transport model (r = 0.97, E1 = 0.76).

ahk (m) alk (m) khk (m2) klk (m2) ωhk(-) φhk(-)∗ φlk(-)∗

2.50 7.5e-01 4.0e-07 8.0e-07 5.0e-01 3.0e-01 4.6e-01

* φ = φlkωhk + (1− ωhk)φhk (Gerke and van Genuchten, 1993)
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